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Important Information

Information regarding specific VMG portfolio companies presented herein
are provided for illustrative purposes only and to provide general information
regarding some of the ESG initiatives employed by VMG and its portfolio
companies. These companies do not represent all VMG investments and
not all VMG portfolio companies have employed the level of ESG practices,
initiatives or metrics as those presented in this report. There is no assurance
that VMG or any of its portfolio companies will be able to employ the same
ESG practices and initiatives or attain the same level of metrics in the future.
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Foreword
Expanding Access and Impact in the Investment Space
The past year has been one of transition and making changes to accommodate the realities of a postCOVID world. Even so, VMG has continued to move forward in this “new normal” with our values not only
intact, but more strongly represented in our actions than ever.
VMG has always prioritized engagement and responsiveness to what is happening in our world, but our
commitment to DEI and world events more broadly has significantly ramped up after the murder of George
Floyd. As you’ll learn in this year’s ESG report, we have taken many concrete actions over the past couple
of years to not only improve DEI and representation on our own team, but to improve diversity and access
in the investment and venture capital world overall.
Our commitment to Diversity & Inclusion is evident in our investments. In both our Growth and Catalyst
funds, a significant percentage of our investments are in companies with BIPOC or female founders. We
are also excited to announce that Briogeo, a former VMG Growth portfolio company, was acquired by Wella
Company in 2022. The founder of Briogeo Haircare, Nancy Twine, shared, “My partnership with VMG was
paramount in helping to professionalize my operations, build the right management team, and set a
strong vision and strategy for future growth and success of Briogeo. This ultimately set the foundation
for a very successful exit and one of the largest Black owned brand personal care acquisitions in
beauty M&A history.” 1 In addition to investments in diverse founders, the following pages also highlight
VMG’s internship program and its mission of creating access and giving support to groups that are
underrepresented in the investment space.

Featured Portfolio Company ESG Highlights
In addition to our own DEI work, a significant part of what VMG does in the ESG space is working closely
with and supporting our portfolio companies in the amazing work they are doing. We are so proud of their
efforts to make ESG a significant part of their businesses. 2
Here are a few examples of the ways our portfolio companies are undertaking this work:

Environmental
Several of our portfolio companies
are spearheading broad, multiyear environmental projects.
A great example of this is
Daily Harvest, who launched
a multi-year project focused
on improving the soil health of
California almond farmland.

Social
An increasing amount of our
businesses are having more
internal and external conversations
around social issues. During
Black History Month 2021,
Honeypot launched a “reclaiming
wellness” campaign to educate,
advocate, and empower the
black community to commit
to transformative self care.

Readers should be aware that Nancy Twine is a current investor in certain VMG funds and also
serves as the founder of Briogeo, a company in which VMG previously invested. VMG did not provide
any compensation in exchange for the above statement; however, Ms. Twine receives certain more
favorable terms as an investor through our Mentors Circle investment vehicle. Readers should also be
aware that certain material conflicts of interest exist between Ms. Twine and VMG as a result of her
current investments in VMG funds and previous business relationship with VMG.
1

Governance
The first step on the ESG journey
is corporate governance, and
we are proud to say that 50% of
our Growth portfolio companies
have made it a priority to
have ESG oversight by one or
more employees. Many of our
companies, including Daily Harvest,
Favor, and Ancient Nutrition, have
recently named ESG leaders.

While VMG seeks to integrate ESG and DEI
factors into its investment process, there is
no guarantee that these strategies will be
successfully implemented or that any VMG
Fund will have a positive impact.
2
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Investing in VMG’s Team
Our world has faced many challenges over the past few years, several of which have impacted the ways we
work. Our team is our most valuable resource, and VMG has taken great care to support our employees in
a return to the office, post-COVID. As is the case with our portfolio companies, safety in partnership with
quality—for our consumers, founders and, of course, staff—forms the foundation of the products and services
we offer. So our return to the office was a transition we did not take lightly.
We began with a hybrid approach that allowed us to focus on community-building and togetherness, while
also ensuring each member of our team felt comfortable and safe. The joy we feel at spending time together
in-person after a long hiatus is injecting fresh energy into the work we do together. We hope our founders,
investors, and stakeholders are experiencing and feeling that passion infused into their interactions with us as
well.
We are happy to say that our cultural and community-building efforts are attracting fantastic new team
members to the firm. VMG’s team is growing purposefully and quickly, and in a way that reflects our DEI
values and goals. We have made 15 new hires over the past 12 months, the majority of whom are women or
identify as belonging to underrepresented groups.
One of our newest hires is Kelly Mauch, VMG’s Director of People, which is VMG’s first ever hire dedicated
solely to our internal team. When asked what attracted her to VMG, Kelly shared, “I was drawn to how deeply
VMG cares – about our team, portfolio companies, LPs, and beyond. VMG values the desires and demands
of human capital in our current professional and cultural context - from taking action to invest in DEI, to
understanding the connection between people, performance and organizational effectiveness.”
None of the efforts we have undertaken over the past year—whether they be related to diversity, safety,
sustainability, or consumer-advocacy—would be possible without the expanding team of founders, investors,
stakeholders, and team members we are fortunate to work with every day. Thank you for your support, and for
being an important part of our commitment to investing in a world in which we can all thrive.
“Since our founding almost 20 years ago, we have worked to turn visionary companies into powerful
brands. I am honored to be a partner to our leading-edge portfolio companies as they shape their
industries, usher in the next generation of innovation and success, and provide the better choices we’ve all
been looking for.”
- Mike Mauzé, General Partner

In keeping with the legacy of VMG Partners’ co-founder,
Kara Roell, who passed away last November, partner
Alisa Williams organized a Ladies of VMG Dinner in
August to honor Kara’s commitment to championing
women in the investing space and fostering community.

In April, our New York-based team spent the day
volunteering for Earth Matter, a nonprofit dedicated
to advancing the art, science, and application of
composting in and around the city.
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Our Commitment to ESG
While VMG’s core focus is delivering strong risk-adjusted returns
to our investors, we believe that we have been operating with ESG
principles in mind since Fund I, with numerous investments in betterfor-you brands that are focused on what you put in (and on) your
body, promoting healthy living for consumers (and their pets!).

Our experience as a long-standing investor in the consumer industry has allowed us to develop a deep
understanding of the numerous environmental, social, and governance risks and opportunities that most
commonly confront our portfolio companies:

Applicable to almost all
VMG Portfolio Companies:

Applicability differs by
Portfolio Company:

Corporate Governance

Water & Waste Water Management

Customer Welfare

Employee Health & Safety

Diversity & Inclusion

Customer Data Privacy & Data Security

Employee Attraction, Retention & Engagement

Packaging & Lifecycle Management

Product Labeling & Marketing

Charity & Community Engagement

Product Quality & Safety

Environmental & Social Impacts of
Ingredient Supply Chain
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Product Quality and Safety
The products developed and marketed by VMG’s portfolio companies are used by millions
of consumers every day – the food they eat, the beverages they drink, the supplements they
consume, and the beauty and personal care products they put on their bodies. This includes the
products these consumers give to some of the most cherished members of their families: their
children and pets. It goes without saying that ensuring these products are safe and produced
utilizing rigorous quality standards is paramount. Indeed, the “Materiality Map” published by
the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB) highlights Product Quality & Safety as a
material issue for almost all companies in the Food & Beverage and Consumer Goods industries.
VMG has long been focused on helping its portfolio companies continuously improve product
quality & safety, including initiatives in the following areas:

People & Partners
• Hiring and/or supplementing Quality
Managers and other operations-focused
employees
• Working with strong contract
manufacturers including implementation
of supplier qualification processes

Please refer to the important information disclosure on page 2.

Policies & Process
• Adhering to international Good
Manufacturing Practices (GMP)
• Employing Hazard Analysis and Critical
Control Points (HACCP) systems
• Attaining the appropriate certifications
and/or international standards on
product safety management systems
• Implementing testing protocols
• Conducting mock recalls
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Featured Portfolio Company Product Safety & Quality Highlights
Milton’s, nutpods, and Ancient Nutrition are three examples of VMG portfolio companies
upholding extremely high standards in product quality and safety.

Milton’s Craft Bakers
Creating plans to protect customers
• Milton’s works with five contract manufacturing partners for the manufacture of its frozen pizza and
cracker products. The company conducts regular and recurring co-manufacturer and supplier audits,
which include facility inspections, food safety and recall program reviews, management interviews and
documentation evaluations conducted by third parties to ensure product quality and safety. Within the past
two years, all of Milton’s manufacturing partners that have been audited have passed their respective audit
process. (The fifth partner has not yet been audited in the last two years due to COVID-19 restrictions on
facility visits.)
• Milton’s contract manufacturing partners also conduct annual mock recalls in support of third party BRC
(Brand Reputation through Compliance), SQF (Safe Quality Food) and AIB audits. In 2021, the company
completed mock recalls with its cracker and cauliflower crust frozen pizza co-manufacturing partners,
which included various mock challenges that would initiate a recall. All contract manufacturing partners
passed their respective mock recall evaluations in 2021, and 100% met the target time interval.

Going above and beyond in safety certifications & criteria
• Milton’s label review process engages multiple stakeholders, including key employees of the company,
contract manufacturers, third party organizations (e.g., The Non-GMO Project, organic certifiers, kosher
certification agencies) and label printing partners, and the company manages a label change control
process.
• Milton’s contract manufacturing partners are required to hold specific certifications and accreditations,
and these partners must have specific safety and quality control plans. These criteria include Food and
Drug Administration registrations, third party Global Food Safety Initiative (GFSI) certifications and audits,
allergen plans, Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point (HACCP) plans, withdrawal plans and product
certification (e.g., kosher, organic, gluten-free, etc.) related programs and audits. Within the past two years,
all of Milton’s manufacturing partners have met the criteria established by the company.

VMG Partners 2022
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nutpods
Acting as a model in quality assurance
• nutpods upholds a strong standard for product safety and quality assurance. In 2019, the company
established thirteen new Quality Assurance (QA) policies and 17 QA standard operating procedures, which
met or exceeded industry standards.
• In addition to its existing QA programs, nutpods implemented 5 new QA programs (RCAs & CAPAs,
Allergens, Food Defense, Recalls, and Traceability) and an expanded complaints program to include more
detailed complaint categories. Since the complaint program’s inception, the company has established
metrics to track common complaints to further reduce them.
• nutpods conducts quarterly educational presentations for the company on QA and Food Safety topics to
support a consistent quality mindset within the organization and support established quality culture.

Putting ingredient safety first
• On the supply and ingredient side, the company established supplier and ingredient approval programs,
which include new supplier and ingredient surveys, approval criteria, and databases for relevant tracking
and reporting. nutpods also created an expanded ingredient monitoring and positive release program with
documented procedures for the review of ingredient certificates of analysis (“COAs”), review of finished
good COAs, tracking of sample transport for analysis, and the release of ingredients and products.
• The company also added an additional third-party certifier (Detox Project) to establish the glyphosatefree status of its products, which allows nutpods to expand the sale of its oat products to additional retail
customers.

Please refer to the important information disclosure on page 2.
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Ancient Nutrition
Prioritizing product safety and quality
• Ancient Nutrition has established and maintains a quality system to ensure its products conform to the
FDA’s requirements. The company’s quality system is maintained through the Quality Systems Manual
(QSM), which was implemented in 2021 and drives the development of quality policies and standard
operating procedures critical to delivering safe, quality food and dietary supplement products.
• The company recently integrated a new Quality Software System to further strengthen its quality
procedures and review.
• Since August 2019, the company has grown its Quality & Regulatory Department, led by VP of Quality
& Regulatory Affairs and consisting of team members with significant industry experience from relevant
brands such as Garden of Life, Nestle, and NBTY, among others.
• The company conducted mock recalls in 2021 and 2022.

Taking action alongside partners
• 100% of Ancient Nutrition’s suppliers have been qualified per FDA cGMP Standards, and 100% of
manufacturing partners are third party GMP Certified by either NSF or UL.
• Ancient Nutrition implemented Quality Regulatory Agreements with 100% of their co-manufacturers in
2022.
• The company is active on FDA/FTC/Congress forums, and continues to train and provide support to its
employees in areas that have regulatory impact.

Please refer to the important information disclosure on page 2.
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VMG’s
DEI Initiatives
Portfolio Company Internship Program
In 2021, in the wake of the murder of George Floyd and
attacks against the AAPI community, VMG Partners
recognized the inherent privilege and homogeneity of the
broader private equity and venture capital space, and the
need to actively be part of a positive change. One of our
responses was to enhance our Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
efforts; a key program that came out of that initiative was our
Portfolio Company Internship Program.

“This internship has exceeded
my expectations. So many
opportunities and doors
have been opened to me
that aren’t available to most
interns or employees.”
- 2021 Cohort Member

Our 2021 pilot of this program placed a cohort
of 10 women of color from across the country, in
internships within VMG’s portfolio of companies.

In addition to internship placement for each member of the 2021 cohort, VMG provided mentorship
and support for the 12 months following their internship. Aspects of this support included:

Tailored job
opportunities

Career coaching
sessions

Organized round
tables

Personal introductions
to operators in our
ecosystem

The mission of VMG’s Portfolio Company Internship Program is to
create access for historically marginalized communities to find fulltime roles within the consumer product and technology industries.
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Placement Highlights
Last year’s program resulted in 100% fulltime placement for all our 2021 interns.
Our 2021 interns were placed across impressive
companies in exciting, career-launching roles:

Account Manager
at Pinterest

Research &
Development
at Chobani

12

“This internship helped me
realize what I value the most in
my first job, which is resources,
structure and opportunities
to try multiple roles.”
- 2021 Cohort Member

Global Corporate
Affairs at J&J

Content Creation &
Brand Partnerships at
Partake

Participating companies were enthusiastic about their interns and excited
about expanding their participation with the program in 2022:

“Love the mission of the
internship program and
providing college students with
such a valuable experience
so early in their careers.”
- 2021 Portfolio Company
Internship Manager

“We had a great experience
with the program and
would love to expand our
participation to include a few
additional interns next year.”
- 2021 Portfolio Company
Internship Manager
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2022 Internship Program Enhancements
Our 2021 pilot program, and the interns and companies who participated,
provided VMG Partners with insightful and actionable feedback, which has
influenced the structure and operations of our 2022 program.

What we heard:

How we’re responding:

More career development training and
mentoring are needed. The majority of our
cohorts are rising seniors and recent graduates
with no prior internship or work experience, and
need extra training to help them move into a
full-time role.

Custom career development and mentoring with
Haevn. In 2022, each intern will have access to
custom curriculum and mentoring with Haevn, a career
development start-up. Haevn is run by Jane Miller,
who VMG worked with at former portfolio companies
Justin’s and Lily’s Sweets. Career development and
mentoring with Haevn will include:
• Weekly Career Readiness Workshops with Haevn
• 30 minute weekly 1-on-1 meetings with one of
Haevn’s concierges
• Help preparing for their final presentation at the end
of their internships
• Workbooks full of research-backed exercises and
reflections
• A free membership to Haevn through the end of
2022, which gives interns access to other internships,
job and networking opportunities, and professional
development workshops

“Participating in the Haevn
workshops was absolutely incredible!
From the beginning, you are met with
dedicated people who challenge you
to be the best version of yourself.
Additionally, Haevn helped me to
better understand and articulate
who I am and who I want to be,
allowing me to be a better person,
interviewee, co-worker, and leader!”

“Having the Haevn concierge was a
great supplement to the workshops
because it allowed me to get individual
attention for my personal goals. The
concierge supported me with everything
I needed to propel my career and
helped me to feel more confident in
myself and my decision-making.”
- 2022 Cohort Member

- 2022 Cohort Member
VMG Partners 2022
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What we heard:

How we’re responding:

To better reach diverse schools, we need to
dedicate more time and resources. For more
effective recruiting, we needed to expand our
access to HBCUs (historically black colleges
and universities) and other diverse schools.

Building stronger relationships with HBCUs and
diverse public schools. In 2022, VMG built recruiting
partnerships with organizations focused on helping
BIPOC and first-generation college students jump-start
their careers. This gives us access to a wider and more
diverse recruiting pool.

Our 2022 Recruiting Partners

In addition to our expanded recruiting partnerships and Haevn’s career development curriculum, VMG has
supplemented the program with new opportunities and resources for the Portfolio Company Internship
Program’s 2022 cohort.

Opportunities for this year’s cohort include:
Access
• VMG-managed networking sessions
• VMG speaker series with top operators in our
ecosystem:

Career Preparation
• Interviewing and resume-building workshop
• VMG personalized job board for 2022 interns
Mentorship
• 1-on-1 mentoring from the 2021 intern cohort
• 1-on-1 mentoring from the VMG team
• Mentorship pairings between international
students

We are eager to begin another summer of contributing to the
diversity and inclusion of the private equity and venture capital
industry through our incredible interns and amazing partners.
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VMG’s Investing Internship Program
The mission of VMG’s Investing Internship Program is to create early access to careers in the
finance industry for historically marginalized communities. Every year, we recruit three rising
juniors and provide them with a summer internship that will:
1. Jumpstart their understanding of investing
2. Support them in securing a junior summer internship at a top investment bank
Investment banking
internship

Full time role at that bank
for ~2 years post college

Career in PE or VC
investing

In 2021, the Investing Internship program cohort achieved 100% acceptance into
Investment Banking Summer Internship Programs, receiving offers from:

The program is in its second year, with three interns from the University of
San Francisco, all people of color (and one international student), working
for VMG’s Growth investment team. Just like last year, our program supports
interns in three areas:
Hands-on Opportunities
• Fully-paid internship with VMG Partners
• Experience working on VMG portfolio companies alongside our Associates
• Summer-long capstone project, presented to the entire VMG team
Mentorship & Networking
• Weekly mentorship with 2-3 VMG Associates
• One-on-one mentorship with a Partner
• Introductions to VMG Partner contacts at top investment banks
Training & Development
• Customized weekly trainings led by VMG Associates on accounting, Excel,
financial modeling, and more
• Five-day core comprehensive intensive training through Training the Street,
for stronger understanding of finance and investing
• Weekly and 1-on-1 career development training with Haevn curriculum
• Resume and interviewing workshops
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VMG’s Investment in
Equity Data & Progress
Census & Investing Data
Since 2019, VMG has been gathering census data from our portfolio companies including
cash compensation, equity and employee breakdowns across ethnicity, gender, and age. We
are in our second year of gathering census data and our insights will deepen as we are able to
compare year over year results.
VMG has created a custom dashboard that, once census data is collected, visualizes each of
our portfolio companies’ progress in areas like pay gaps, board composition, senior leadership
team diversity, and representation of historically excluded groups. Scoring is based on
comparisons to national averages.
The goal of VMG’s dashboard is to invite open conversation between partners and our portfolio
companies, and inform rich discussion around tangible ways to make progress on equity
measures and add value for employees in each company.
As with any of our other interactions with portfolio companies, VMG aims to be a true partner,
providing the resources and support needed to improve equity numbers. We look forward to
reporting on our progress as we continue to gather data and support our portfolio companies in
making headway.
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VMG’s Investment in Supporting
Sustainability Leaders
VMG’s Sustainability Council
Moving toward increased sustainability is an important issue for VMG and its portfolio companies.
Our Talent Partner, Cassie Burr, has created VMG’s Sustainability Council to help us learn more
about this area and make important connections with leaders who focus in this space.

“We predict that many of our portfolio companies will need a
head of sustainability in the next 5 years, and it’s important
for us to learn from existing sustainability leaders about this
emerging role. We want to build relationships with people
in the sustainability space that we would be excited to work
with or introduce to our portfolio companies.”
- Cassie Burr, VMG Talent Partner

The Sustainability Council includes 37 members who have a senior role in the consumer products
space, with a functional focus on sustainability. The group gathers online to:
• Share sustainability news
• Broadcast hiring opportunities in the sustainability space
• Attend events, like the council’s Sustainability Spotlight series, led by expert guests
Those close to VMG will benefit from the council through monthly roundups of relevant news, case
studies, resources, events, and networking opportunities with members of the council.

VMG’s Sustainability Council currently includes heads of sustainability from the following companies:
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Case Study: nutpods

Madeline Haydon, Founder

nutpods is an independent, plant-based foods
manufacturer based in Seattle, Washington. The
company is dedicated to bringing a delicious,
innovative line of zero sugar coffee creamers
and barista milks to the marketplace. Introduced
in 2015, nutpods has grown rapidly due to its
broad market appeal, and is among the fastest
growing plant-based brands in the country.

nutpods was named Amazon Small Business of the Year and debuted on the 2019 Inc.
5000 list of Fastest Growing Companies, placing #2 in Food and Beverage. nutpods is
committed to improving the world we live in and the community in which they exist, and
to giving back to those around them. nutpods’ company pillars are Customers, Quality,
Team Members, Community and Environment. Using these pillars as their north star, the
nutpods ESG Committee works to ensure the team “gives their time, product, and funds
back to the community.” Recently, nutpods doubled their company’s financial impact on
charities in a single year (2021), and worked to successfully reduce their carbon footprint.

nutpods’ commitment to ESG practices are manifest in many areas of
the business and brand:

Environmental and Social Impacts of Supply Chain:
• nutpods partners with ingredient suppliers to minimize secondary
packaging wherever possible, including buying in larger formats.
• They remain conscientious of any short shelf life items and choose
to donate products to food banks around the country instead of
transporting them to a landfill.
• nutpods has publicly pledged to reduce food waste by 17% in their
supply chain by 2023. This will be done primarily through increased
product donations.

Please refer to the important information disclosure on page 2.

17% reduced
food waste
pledged for
2023
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Packaging & Lifecycle Management:
• nutpods has partnered with SIG to pioneer FSC-Certified packaging
for their entire line. To do so, they introduced Plant Pack™ sustainable
packaging, made from up to 95% plant-based materials.

nutpods has committed to
achieving the following by 2023:
• 77% bio-based packaging
content
• 100% of all paper products
from FSC, SFI, or PEFC certified
sources
• 8% recycled content in their
products, primarily from their
mastercases, 71% of which are
currently made from recycled
materials

Charity and Community Engagement:
• nutpods’ second annual Feeding Friday initiative raised $572,000 in
cash and product for Feeding America and its affiliates - about 5x the
amount raised in 2020.
• Team members, including Founder & CEO Madeline Haydon,
volunteered for a nonprofit called Food Lifeline this year. The team
sorted ~3,200 pounds of food for distribution to local food banks.

Diversity & Inclusion:
• To celebrate racial diversity and learn about cultural traditions of
nutpods’ employees, the company held “Lunch & Learn” sessions
throughout the year, giving employees a chance to share their unique
personal and familial stories with the whole team.

Please refer to the important information disclosure on page 2.
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Case Study: Ilegal Mezcal

John Rexer, Founder

Founded in 2006 and handcrafted in small batches by
fourth-generation mezcaleros, Ilegal’s mezcals are made
with perfectly ripe, sustainable Espadín agave, double
distilled in the Santiago Matatlan Valley of Oaxaca,
Mexico. Their practices reflect their commitment to
sustainability and biodiversity in the Oaxaca region,
and their commitment to quality is apparent in every
step of their process, from harvest to first sip.

Since their founding, Ilegal Mezcal has built a team of people from a wide range
of cultures, nationalities, and gender identities. They live, work, and play across
borders. The Ilegal team is keenly aware of anti-immigration, racism, xenophobia,
and gender discrimination, and how these issues have been compounded
by the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. They actively partner with organizations
continuously working to affect social change in their local communities.

Ilegal Mezcal is driven by the following ESG initiatives:

Packaging & Lifecycle Management:
• All Ilegal Mezcal bottles are made by a family-run company that
recycles 10,000 tons of glass each year at its facility in Jalisco, Mexico.
Their production process emits less CO2 emissions and saves energy
during the smelting process, resulting in 30% less energy usage.

Water and Wastewater Management:

10,000 tons of
recycled glass
each year

• Wastewater at Ilegal Mezcal’s distillery is treated and then re-used
for distillation.
• Ilegal’s agave fiber waste is transformed into adobe-style bricks used
at the facility.

Please refer to the important information disclosure on page 2.
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Charity and Community Engagement:
• In 2022, they continue to partner with three outstanding
organizations dedicated to improving education in Guatemala,
providing services to asylum seekers legally entering the US, and
creating safe spaces for LGBTQIA+ youth.
• Since their founding, Ilegal has supported 16 organizations working
to affect social change for the better. In addition to fundraising
contributions, Ilegal hosts volunteer trips and mentorship programs.

IIegal supports their 16 partner organizations by:

• Raising funds through their apparel shop, raffles,
and team efforts
• Purchasing supplies and resources for their
partner organizations, such as school supplies,
medicines or solar paneled lights for tent camps
• Providing educational information about their
partners through social media
• Organizing fundraising activations and events,
such as Earth Day and International Recycling
Day neighborhood cleanups
• Developing a donation program with vendors
to ensure that each ‘Love Your Neighbor’
Ilegal cocktail sold results in direct donations to
community partners

Please refer to the important information
disclosure on page 2.
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Diversity & Inclusion:
• Ilegal partners with wayOUT, a non-profit organization focused on
empowering gender expansive youth by investing in centers in their local
communities.
• In 2021, Ilegal hosted their annual Celebrating YOU event, which
honors and showcases resilience, joy and spirit in the queer community.
As part of the event, Ilegal created a special cocktail called Celebrating
YOU, which was sold at bars and restaurants across the country.

A portion of sales from each Celebrate
YOU location was donated to wayOUT,
resulting in $20,000 total donations.

Please refer to the important information disclosure on page 2.
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Case Study: Hello Bello

Sean Kane, Jennifer Pullen
and Jay McGraw, Founders

Hello Bello was started with a mission of making
premium child-care products accessible to every
parent because they believe no one should have
to choose between their baby and their budget.

They carefully craft all of their products with babies, parents, the planet, AND
budgets in mind. Their values and standards reflect a deep commitment to supporting
parents both with products they can trust and be proud of using, and by creating a
community of inclusivity and support. They understand every parent wants the best
for their baby – from the products they put on their skin to the world they live in.

Hello Bello’s commitment to ESG is evident in every aspect
of their business. Here’s a brief overview of activities:

Environmental and Social Impacts of Supply Chain:
• In addition to safety and efficacy, Hello Bello is focused on reducing
their eco-footprint and protecting this planet we’ll be handing over to
our littles some day.
• The company’s diapers have sustainably-harvested fluff pulp, a
plant-derived core liner, and use a unique eco-friendly adhesive.
• Their body care is USDA Certified Biobased, includes organic
botanicals, and uses RSPO palm-derived ingredients.

90% reduced
carbon footprint
from cleaners

• Hello Bello’s cleaners reduce carbon footprint by 90% and dryer balls
reduce it by 50+%.
• The company uses fragrances that are 100% plant-derived &
upcycled from food waste when possible.
• Hello Bello is partnered with ClearLoop to offset carbon associated
with shipping bundles.

Please refer to the important information disclosure on page 2.

100%
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Packaging & Lifecycle Management:
• Hello Bello is always looking for ways to decrease the carbon
footprint of their packaging and is working with third-party carbon
accountants to help quantify their current impact and identify ways to
improve.
• Almost all Hello Bello packaging (including closures & plastic film) is
recyclable.

300% more
recyclable
plastic

• Their laundry bottle is 50% sustainable sugarcane resin.
• Hello Bello is the first baby company to employ pre-degraded plastic
in bottling. The plastic is 300% more recyclable.
• The company offers a reusable, refillable cleaning line.
• Their Bundle Boxes upcycle into playthings.

Sustainable Operations:
• Hello Bello’s diaper factory in Waco, TX, reduces carbon footprint by
putting the company closer to raw material providers and manufacturing
partners, as well as in a more centralized location for shipping their
subscription bundles.

Hello Bello is the first
independent diaper company to
manufacture in the United States.
• Hello Bello uses 100% renewable energy.
• 80%+ of their waste is diverted from landfills.
• They have pioneered a Zero Waste Diaper
Manufacturing Design*.
• The company uses recycled pallets, and
repairs and reuses them to reduce waste.
• Their locations employ refillable water
stations to reduce plastic bottle waste.
• CIJ Printing Technology reduces the
company’s volatile organic compounds by 50%
and waste by 50%.
• Any unsellable goods are donated to charity
instead of being thrown away.
*other than size N for umbilical cord cut-outs

Please refer to the important
information disclosure on page 2.
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Customer Welfare:
• Hello Bello is a family brand and strives to treat everyone like family.
They treat people how they would want to be treated and provide the
information and support they want as parents themselves.
• The company includes ingredient lists on all products, even when
it’s not legally required, to address the desire for transparency and
empower the growing number of parents of children with allergies.
• They provide detailed descriptions on their website of what each of
their ingredients is and what it does, for added peace of mind.
• The company constantly updates their “Made Without” lists to ensure
quality products that exceed industry standards.
• Launched in 2021, Hello Bello’s Diaper Registry Fund is a platform
caregivers can use to crowdraise funds for diapers and other
essentials. It currently supports 12,000+ families.
• Hello Bello offers 20% off for military & first responders (US DTC).

Charity and Community Engagement:
• Doing good is in Hello Bello’s brand DNA, and they encourage their
community to contribute as well.
• Hello Bello continuously donates products to nonprofits that support
families in need. To date, they have donated over 3 million diapers to
over 50 nonprofits.

3M diapers
donated

• The company’s 2020-2021 Giving Tuesday Weekly Giveaway gifted
150+ families with a year’s worth of diapers. The first year, one family
was chosen each week. The second year, the company doubled that
number.
• Camp Hello Bello, developed for parents during the initial Covid
lockdown, provided engaging children’s content to give parents a
reprieve, and income to “Camp Counselors” in their community.
• Hello Bello consistently develops social campaigns to engage their
community in policy & advocacy efforts that benefit parents. In 2021,
the company partnered with Paid Leave US, and their community sent
over 20,000 emails to Congress urging them to pass a universal paid
leave policy.

Please refer to the important information disclosure on page 2.
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Case Study: Bobbie

Sarah Hardy & Laura Modi, Founders

Bobbie makes organic, quality, EU-inspired infant
formula. With 83% of parents in the U.S. using formula
to feed their babies, the company’s mission is to build
a parenting culture of confidence, not comparison,
where every parent is supported in the feeding choice
that is right for them and their baby. 72% of the Bobbie
team are parents and over half had a pandemic baby.

The company prioritizes giving back to its employees and communities, and has
built initiatives that support that into the foundation of their business. They believe
workplaces have not caught up with the changing needs of today’s parents, and
strive to set a new standard. Their culture is focused on supporting parents, and
showing that flexibility and kindness can co-exist with efficiency and success.

Bobbie’s top ESG initiatives include:

Charity and Community Engagement:
• In 2021, Bobbie donated about 15,000 cans of formula across
different organizations.
• Bobbie’s Take Our Leave Campaign reimagines parental leave with a
first-of-its-kind policy that offers birthing and non-birthing employees
up to 12 months of leave, and allows them to return to work on
their own terms. Bobbie is open-sourcing this policy and 		
challenging their community to enact change in the workforce.

15k cans of
formula donated

The company is committed to supporting a “parenting culture of
confidence”. In order to do so, they launched and created:

“Feeding Confessionals”
Sustainable Operations:

A yearlong content series highlighting the emotional highs and
lows of feeding a baby, featuring parents across the country

Please refer to the important information disclosure on page 2.
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Customer Welfare:
• Bobbie’s formula is USDA Organic, made without the use of GMOs,
synthetic pesticides, or fertilizers.
• Their formula does not include corn syrup, filler, palm oil,
maltodextrin, gluten, or antibiotics.

Organic,
grass-fed milk

• Bobbie’s grass-fed organic milk comes from Organic Valley(R) cows
that live on small farms across the US. They get more than 40% time on
pasture every year beyond USDA Organic requirements.
• The company passes the bar for Clean Label Project’s test for 400+
contaminants, phthalates, and chemicals of concern, earning them
Clean Label’s prestigious Purity Award.
• Bobbie is the first-ever mom founded and run formula company that
meets both the FDA and EU nutritional guidelines.

Diversity & Inclusion:
• Bobbie is the only female-founded and mom-led infant formula
company in the U.S.
• As an extension of Bobbie’s commitment to empowering women, the
company used their Series A as a vehicle to launch the “MotherLode”.
The “MotherLode” democratized the male-dominated VC world by
inviting the Bobbie community to invest in the business. Within three
hours, the MotherLode was fully subscribed with 200 investors (Bobbie
customers).
Please refer to the important information disclosure on page 2.

Bobbie is the only
female-founded &
mom-led infant formula
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Program Spotlight: Bobbie Breasties
Bobbie Breasties is a program in which the company sponsors breast cancer survivors and
previvors with a year of free Bobbie formula, and connects them to an empathetic community
of others who have undergone mastectomies and are unable to breastfeed their babies. They
have sponsored 60 different moms in this way.
Bobbie launched their Breasties program in response to learning that any new mom who has
undergone a mastectomy or lumpectomy can receive an insurance-covered breast pump
through the Affordable Care Act, but are not supported when it comes to covering the cost of
formula or donor milk to actually feed their baby.
The policy-gap shocked and horrified the team, and they were determined to do something
about it. The company’s CEO and Co-Founder Laura, and COO and Co-Founder Sarah, made
a commitment to step in to help close the gap until the policy changes.
Bobbie has a strong partnership with the Breasties nonprofit, which has grown each year to
support more moms.

In addition to the Breasties program, the team supports this group of cancer-impacted
parents in other ways, including:

Launching a petition to fight for
insurance e
 quality for moms who can’t
breastfeed due t o breast cancer, which
has reached nearly 5
 ,000 signatures

Creating an evergreen 25% discount for
moms who have been affected by breast
cancer and can’t breastfeed

Please refer to the important information disclosure on page 2.
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Case Study: Afresh

Volodymyr Kuleshov,
Nathan Fenner, &
Matt Schwartz, Founders

Afresh combines human insight and transformative
technology to prevent food waste and drive access
to fresh, nutrient-dense food in the process. The
company works to reduce waste in the food system
by partnering with stores to buy groceries that would
typically go uneaten. Their Fresh Operating System
reduces grocery store food waste by up to 25%.

They have estimated that if every grocer in the U.S. used Afresh, they could
collectively prevent 1.1 billion pounds of food waste, eliminate 620,000 metric
tons of GHG emissions, and save more than 22.5 billion gallons of water.
In addition to delivering an amazing product, Afresh is committed to running a business
that is good for people and the planet. They actively work across multiple cities and
states to support and serve individuals and families who struggle with food insecurity.

Afresh is driven by the following ESG initiatives:

Environmental and Social Impacts of Supply Chain:
• Afresh is committed to making a positive impact on the planet. The
company’s Al-driven Fresh Operating System reduces food waste in
the supply chain by up to 25% and increases shelf life by 2+ days.
• Cumulatively, Afresh had prevented 6.9 million pounds of food waste
by Q3 2021.
• Their approach helped them avoid 3,818 metric tons of GHG
emissions in 2021, which equates to eliminating 5,091 flights from San
Francisco to New York.

6.9M pounds
of food waste
prevented
in 2021

• Afresh saved 140 million gallons of water in 2021, which is enough to
fill 1.12 billion 16-oz. bottles.

Please refer to the important information disclosure on page 2.
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Customer & Partner Welfare:
• Afresh uses their Fresh Food Operating System to distribute food
that would typically go uneaten to the 1 in 8 Americans who lack
access to the food they need.
• The company distributes their AI-driven technology to the people
who order and stock food in local fresh departments, helping grocery
stores to reduce food waste and increase revenue. Bottom-line savings
for their grocery store partners is $4.9 million.
• Afresh’s grocery partners’ shelves stay full with 80% higher instock rates, which means more and fresher food available for local
communities.

Charity and Community
Engagement:
• In 2021, Afresh “adopted” the San
Francisco-Marin Food Bank. In addition
to cash donations, Afresh also pledged
to volunteer once a week.
• Afresh proudly donated $12,000 to 10
organizations in 2021.

Diversity, Equity & Inclusion:
• Afresh is creating a workplace that embraces diversity, equity, inclusion, and
belonging (DEIB). The company’s DEIB committee regularly assesses, evolves, and
measures the efficacy of Afresh’s programs and processes across three areas:
• Attracting, hiring, and retaining top diverse talent, including equitable
promotion and career development
• Growing the company and team with an intentional eye on DEIB, by
increasing diversity at every stage of the recruiting and hiring process
• Ensuring all employees have equitable access to growth and educational
advancement
• Afresh regularly engages in DEIB activities, like gathering together to watch Dr.
Martin Luther King’s “I Have a Dream” speech or hosting employee-led talks on
queer identity and work.
Please refer to the important information disclosure on page 2.
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Visit the Impact page on our website
vmgpartners.com for more ESG related news
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